Introduction
In a variety of situations Adaptive filter, segmented view. operation computes an average unit sample response based on the several previous periods. This technicjue works well in conjunction with the assumption that the impulse response of the vocal tract is slowly varying. From the separational aspects this procedure allows the components from the desired speaker to be added coherently while the contributions from the undesired speaker are added incoherently.
Overload Problem with Correction
One difficulty with the adaptive procedure is illustrated in Figure 5 . In normal voiced speech there are some areas where the pitch period changes very rapidly in a short time interval. This phenomenon creates segments on the speech waveform that are much shorter than neighboring segments. This is illustrated in Figure 5 by the short segment that is terminated at T2. As the filtering moves to the right, computing a point-by-point average, no problems arise before point T2.
As 
Results
In order to analyze the adaptive filter performance before an actual speech waveform was processed, a test signal which was "speechlike" in form was processed. This test signal was generated from a damped sine wave that was convolved with a nonuniformly spaced train of unit samples. The spacing between the samples was prepared to vary about a mean spacing. This test waveform served as a good model for the speech waveform, and the impulse response and pitch period were known exactly. Figure 7 demonstrates the capability of the adaptive system on the test input signal. For this case the filtering system is prepared to act as an identity system in order to illustrate the amount of desired speaker distortion induced by the systems. The input signal is shown in Figure 7a , while the outputs from the comb and adaptive filters are displayed in Figure 7b and 7c, respectively. 
